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invaluable assets for China, and also any future Olympic candidate cities
in developing state of the art sporting facilities.

DOROTHY E. BYRNE
VICE PRESIDEIII & COBPOBATE SECNTIARY
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To whom it may concern:

Re: CIMCO Refriqeration - lce Surface Technoloqv

The Vancouver organizing committee for the 2010 olympic and paralympic winter Games
(VANOC) is pleased to provide this letter of reference, in recognition of CIMCO's skilled and
committed work in helping stage outstanding Winter Games in Vancouver.

CIMCO is well known to the Canadian Olympic Movement for their expertise in the design and
construction of refrigerated sporting facilities at and since the Calgary Winter Games in 1g88,
and by proving once more, here in vancouver, that its worldwide reputation for providing
leading edge technologies, innovative solutions, and professional services is well-deserved.

CIMCO simultaneously and successfully managed a number of highly complex and incredibly
challenging projects, delivering the systems for all new ice surfaces used for the Vancouver
2-010 olympic and Paralympic winter Games - including the bobsleigh, luge and skeleton
sliding centre, the ice hockey and figure skating venues, the curling facility, as well as the
speed skating oval, the Vancouver 2010 Games' landmark venue. All projects were delivered
on time and on budget.

The unprecedented success of the 2010 Games was made possible through exceptional
partnerships such as this one and VANOC has been truly privileged to be able to count on the
expertise and commitment of CIMCO.

clMco - crc 's ability to deliver complex and large scale projects in such a challenging
environment, as well as the wealth of olympic expertise they have acquired over the yeari
should
and cities i

iJohn A. Furlong
Chief Executive Officer
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